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Stadium asks $48,000 hike
Staff

Four budgets were presented to the
general fee budget sub-council last
night, with only one. the Stadium Bldg.
budget, calling (or an increase in allocations.
The Golf Course budget requested a
decrease in general fee allocations, and
both the Student Services Bldg and
The BG News requested no increase
THE STADIUM Bldg budget, calling
for a $48,000 increase, was presented
by Don Cunningham, assistant director
of athletics, who explained that costs
of several items were increasing
Major areas which are increasing
are the depreciation fund, which

spokesmen said has been underfunded
in the past, up $39,000; supplies, up
jl 500 indirect expense allocation,
mostly utilities charges, up $2,000. and
repairs and rentals, up $3,600
Cunningham explained that the
repairs included the cost of recaulking
the stadium to prevent water seepage
Richard Young, director of intercollegiate athletics, was asked if the Stadium Bldg. was rented to organizations
for events.
"The stadium can be rented for certain events." be said Some of the
groups which have desired to use the
stadium in the past were spokesmen
for wrestling, jazz concerts, roller derbies, and circuses, he said
Young pointed out the educational
purposes of the structure, noting that

Steering committee,
UAO victors named
Ed Chima and Katherme "Kas"
Se-hwan were elected directors -at
large for the I'nion Activities Organization il'AOi in Wednesday's student
body elections
Chima. sophomore iBA i. received
1.154 votes and Schwan. junior (A&S>.
had 1.138
The other candidate for the office.
Mike Vinciguerra. sophomore i Kd 1,
received 920 votes

602; Randy Hathaway, freshman
(B.A ). 482. John Huge, sophomore
i B.A >. 622; Montel Jennings
freshman |A«S>, 456, and Hick
Norvell. sophomore i Ed '.649

NEW SBO steering committee
members and their vote totals are
Mike Bickley. junior iB.A.>. 945:
Amy Davis, sophomore 1A&S1. 939.
Sam Ferruccio. junior IA&SI. 1.056.
Mama 1'eflin. junior iB A 1.017; Fred
Hoffman, sophomore iB.A.i. 875.
Mark Rupport junior i B.A. I, 967. Tim
Sheridan, junior iEd.). 729; and Hal
Watz. junior IA&SI. 1.105
Vote totals for other steering
committee candidates were
Harold DeStefanis. junior IA&SI.

However. Joan Hurda. co rli.ni
person of the Opinions and Elections
Board, said about 60 per cent of the
ballots would have been void had the
computer been used
She said many ballots were marked
in ink rather lhan pencil, many voters
indicated their choices by circling
appropriate numbers rather than
marking through them and some did
not erase original markings
sufficiently to permit their second
choices to be picked up by a computer

BECAUSE OF
scheduling computer
ballots, votes were
which led to a delay
election results

difficulties in
lime to count the
tallied by hand
in releasing final

60 academic persons had offices in the
building and classes are held there.
"Look at the stadium as a roof with
the offices and classrooms underneath
or as Moseley Hall with seats on top."
he said
DIRECTOR of the Golf Course.
Robert Dudley, said the request for a
decrease in allocations was made because the golf course has expanded
from nine to 18 boles.
"Income will continue to increase for
the next five years," Dudley said.
Greens fees would not be raised, but
additional income would come because
more persons are expected to use the
course, he said
"If you have good grass and good
facilities, people like to play golf
there." he said.
Dudley said the general fee allocation will continue to go down each year.
"Hopefully it will come to pass that
the golf course will be self-supporting." he said
When asked about sales of golf equipment through the pro shop. Dudley said
the merchandise is sold at a 40 per cent
mark up But he added that these items
are not profil items, they are convenience items
THE THIRD budget, the Student Services Bldg.. was presented by Dr.
Richard Eakin. vice president for student affairs and chairman of the subcouncil.
However, since l)r Eakin was not
the "caretaker" of the budget, only a
superficial hearing was held
The budget is asking for no increase
in allocations, but is projecting a deficit of $10,000
Major increases in the budget which
bring about the deficit include an increase in staff benefits, equipment,
and debt retirement.
The sub-council agreed that the budget should be reviewed again

THE LAST budget to be reviewed
was of The BG News, which is projecting a deficit for 1973-74, because of
increased expenses for publishing
Vaughn Rockhold. business manager
of The News, said the publishing
expenses in the proposed budget represented a 25 per cent increase, since
publishers must be changed for 1973-74
"The cheapest publisher found yet
would charge a 30 per cent increase
lover this year's costs!." Rockhold
said
The major factor in the increase is
that the present publisher of The News.
Allen C Foster. Inc of Toledo, had
undercut the previous publisher by 20
per cent, Rockhold said
He said Foster's bid was mistakenly based on tabloid-size newspaper publication rather than the full
size used by The News
A suggestion was made to sell the
issues of The News, but Kathi Hatton.
editor, said that if the paper went to
subscription sales, there would be no
obligation between the University and
the paper, and the result would not be a
campus paper.

"The Bold Ones," a freshman student design exhibition,
opened last week in the Gallery, Fine Arts Bldg. Dan Ward,
freshman (ARS), works on a project in the balcony.

Students file complaints
against SBO elections
Six students filed complaints against
Wednesday's Student Body Organization iSBOl elections, including William
Hoyle. junior (B.A.I and presidential
candidate for the Young Socialist
Party (YSP) ticket
Others that filed included Cathy
Bregar. sophomore (Ed. I. vice presidential candidate for YSP, and four
other students

Hoyle said he will ask Student \ i In
(radon Board (SAB) to hear Ins case
IN HIS COMPLAINT. Hoyle said (ho
University policy on canvassing was
applied "in an inconsislent manner"
between University housing units
He said the policy was in contradiction with one followed during the
November federal and state elections,
which allowed supporters for President

Trustees authorize more campus lighting
By Kathi Hatton
Editor
The University Board of Trustees
yesterday authorized $12,775 for additional lighting facilities on campus
The authorization was a result of surveys conducted in December and February to identify areas where lighting
improvements might deter crimes of
personal violence
Dr Richard Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs, said the lights will be
installed on buildings rather than on
i -,'ics. to reduce installation costs
"It will provide a very adequate level
of lighting on campus for pedestrian
safety." he said
THE BOARD PASSED a motion that

the University remedy the existing
faulty ice conditions of the curling and
main ice sheets at the Ice Arena.
Richard Brown. University architect, said the ice sheets show evidence
of heaving. He recommended that the
sand base be replaced with concrete to
alleviate the problem.
The work would reduce the operating
cost of the Ice Arena and would be done
during the summer, said James Hof.
vice president of public services.
Cost of repairs for both ice sheets
was estimated at more than $150,000
No detailed cost analysis was available
because main ice sheet repair costs
have not been finalized
The funds will come from the
accumulated reserves designated for

replacements
tenance.

and

deferred

main-

THE TRUSTEES commended the
citizens of Fremont and Fostoria for
their support of the operation of the
University's academic centers in the
two cities
The academic centers will cease
operation at the end of the current
school year because of dwindling
enrollment and lack of state financial
support.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr said present enrollment at
the centers is about half of that in 1967
Gov. John J Gilligan's proposed allocation's to state-assisted universities
for the next biennium did not include
financial support for academic centers.

In December. 1971 the Ohio Board of
Regents adopted a policy statement
that "all academic centers will be
phased out not later than September,
1973."
Dr. Moore said the University plans
to increase its night course offerings on
the main campus in an effort to meet
the needs of students who wish to continue their education while holding fulltime jobs
"We are not giving up our interest in
the people of these communities." he
said
THE BOARD ALSO endorsed a University master plan for graduate education and forwarded it to the regents
with the recommendation that it be approved.

The plan was presented by Dr.
Charles I.eone, dean of the graduate
Khool. It includes recommendations
that four new doctoral and five mas
ters degree programs be created by
1980
Dr. Leone said 11 academic areas
aspire to offer doctoral-level work
They are administration. American
culture, chemistry, computer science,
geography, geology, music, philosophy,
political science, romance languages
and physics
He said many of the programs would
be offered in conjunction with Toledo
University.
• To 'Board oks
warehouse,' page three

budgets,

NiXOn anil Sen GeorgeS. Mctiovern to
canvass door-tofoor in the dormitories
The complaint said SBO candidates
could canvass any fraternities by
asking the fraternity president or the
house mother
However, Hoyle said he was denied
the right to canvass door-to-door in the
dormitories by Raymond Whittaker.
dean Ol students and coordinator of
student services
The complaint said Whittaker stated
Hoyle should have the right to canvass
door to door, and that he would clear
up the matter by Monday. Feb 26. two
dayi before (he election
On Monday, however. Whittaker had
determined that "this wasn't his
affair." and no action was taken, the
complaint said
Hoyle also said in the complaint that
he had contacted Jim Cowles. junior
(Ed l, co-cha;rperson of the Opinions &
Elections Board, last Sunday night.
"He was to deal with this problem
Monday also, but did not." the complaint said
ON MONDAY afternoon, Hoyle said
he was told by Or. Richard Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs, that he was
not allowed to canvass door-to-door in
the dormitories
• To ' Soliciting policies viewed, '
page three

To head planning efforts

Ferrari named to post
Dr. Michael R. Ferrari was named
vice president of resource planning by
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. at the Board of Trustees meeting
yesterday.
Dr. Moore said he created the post to
bring together the various planning
efforts of the University which are
often handled independently and, at
times, duplicate each other.
Dr. Ferrari's current position of
coordinator of budgeting and planning
will be abolished and University personnel involved in different aspects of
planning will become part of the new
office of resource planning.
The appointment is effective June 1.
The areas most affected will be the
offices of the provost and vice president for operations. Dr. Moore said.

Sidewalk
survivors

With combat at the front abated, this young Saigon bigger and hit smal sister
continue their fight for survival on the sidewalks of what was once tho "Porb of
the Orient." The plastic cup h for money from pouarsby. The buttered crib it an
old American C-rations container.

SEVERAL persons now serving as
chair-persons of major committees or
councils that deal with finance, space
assignment, equal employment opportunities, academic information,
computational services and academic
development and evaluation will be
included in the office.
"Bringing these individuals together
into a new organizational format with
vice presidential leadership will provide a significant step forward in
generating short and long-range plans

that maximize the use of available
human and financial resources."
President Moore said.
He said the move would result in a
more effective and efficient utilization
of the human, technical, financial and
space resources of the University.
"RESOURCE planning is no
temporary need.- no one-budget-only
crisis response; it is instead an essential part of our future as a University.
"Quality education at the lowest possible cost to the student and to the state
in the years ahead will be difficult
under any circumstances, and, impossible without careful planning." Dr.
Moore said.
Funding of the resource planning
area will initially come from operating
budgets and salary transfers from
offices affected by the reorganization
Dr. Moore predicted there would be
at least a 10 per cent reduction in
operating costs after the office has its
own budget.
He said Dr. Ferrari has made significant contributions to the University
during the past three years.
"DR. FERRARI has certainly
proved himself in previous assignment
at the University and has retained the
point of view of a faculty member -a

Dr. Michael ft. Ferrari

specialist in organization systems-and
at the same time has shown extraordinary talents as an administrator,"
President Moore said
Dr. Ferrari was appointed coordinator of budgeting and planning in
August. 1971 and last summer was
named acting provost for the current
academic year

r »Th« SO News, Friday, March 2, 1973

eDueRiaLS
fee increase
Unless students act immediately they will probably be faced
with a tuition increase next year that could go as high as $40
Because of the stability in enrollment in Ohio universities and
colleges, no new income is being generated.
Without this new income, state institutions will be unable to
maintain some existing programs and unable to establish any
new ones.
As usual the major burden of payment for higher education is
falling on the student.
This University is now charging the maximum tuition rate$630 per year
There are already too many people losing out on higher education because they cannot meet the present rate or afford sizeable
£ loan repayments following graduation
Further increases will push this opportunity even farther out of
-

~

-

'J.

reach

Education must not become a commodity available only to the
highest bidders.
The state must accept a greater share of the cost of education.
But if legislators think they can maneuver a tuition increase,
they will-the higher the better.
We urge you to write to key Ohio legislators and to encourage
your families and friends to write recommending greater state
aid to education (names and addresses are on file in 405 Student
Services Bldg.)

^victory garden
-

U.S. Secretary of Labor I'eter Brcnnan suggested Wednesday
that Americans plant victory gardens to force food prices down.
We hope his little suggestion, incorporating the blessings of an
•honorable" peace with patriotic efforts to curb inflation, was
just a poor joke
The U.S. Agriculture Department reported Wednesday that
prices of raw farm products wont up three per cent during
February.
Supposedly, that was a blessing, compared to the five per cent
increase in December and again in January
However, that "low'' three per cent increase is guaranteed to
go up even more by the lime the "raw farm product" reaches the
local supermarket
The agriculture department also reported a nine per cent increase last month in farm prices of meat animals as a group.
Those prices are averaging a 27 per cent increase from the prevailing prices just one year ago.
So to combat a 27 per cent increase, we are to plant victory
gardens?
Brennan also predicted new White Douse pressure on the meat
industry to hold down prices, including a further step-up in meat
imports in an effort to roll back domestic prices.
That approach sounds a little more feasible than Brennan's
statement Wednesday that he was planning to advise his wife to
start a victory garden of her own.

lost in political action
By Nicholas VM Hoffmaa
Contrary to what has generally been
reported, we seem to have about
2,500,000 men missing in action. These
MIA's are the men who fought in Vietnam and the action they were lost in is
the political action coming out of the
White House
The Vietnam vet has disappeared,
and if you'd believe what the Nixon
Administration wants you to, the war
was fought alone by the 600 prisoners of
war now coming out of the internment
camps. They are the only guys who are
getting a victory parade. The other
veterans are getting their benefits cut
The political uses to which this small
group of American POWs can be put is
next to limitless. For years Nixon
offered them as the last excuse for
carrying on the war, and now they
serve as the focus of a patriotic uproar
which distracts people Irom entertaining the thought that in the end the
['resident bugged out of the war just as
he said he'd never do.
ALL THE SALUTING, gulps and
God-bless-America's fill the air with so
much random noise it's hard to
consider the possibility that Dr. Henry
Kissinger and Nixon may also have
signed a secret agreement or come to a
secret understanding with North Vietnam. Perhaps that much-talked-about
two-and-a-half-billion dollars in
reparations or good-will payments is
actually the price to ransom those guys
out of there
They're worth the money, to be sure,
but this clangorous, red, white and blue
fuss almost seems designed to make us
think that by taking care of them we've
discharged our obligations to the
2.500.000 who are missing in the
Washington action.
It's fine for these fellows to have
their $100,000 in tax-free back pay make it $200.000--and it's nice they
were offered free cars and trips, and
even that they play along with the
embarrassing tattoo of adulation for
"the Commander-in-Chief." but the
Coiiimander-in-Chief. in his other,
more important capacity of President,
is trying to cut the pension benefits to
Vietnamese War amputees
He's doing his level best to keep the
(II Bill educational benefits so low as
to be next to useless. In terms of the

dollars purchasing power, the Vietnam vet is receiving something like a
quarter of the school assistance that
his father got when he came back from
the Second World War and Korea.
NOT ONLY THAT, but the Vietnam
vet is having trouble actually getting
what little is owed him. A recent
article in the UCLA campus newspaper
estimates that 15 per cent of the vets
on campus are finding their payments
blocked or delayed for weeks and
months.
Clearly, the Commander-in-Chief
likes some of his soldiers better than
others, and best of all, he likes the
POWs.
The POWs bristle at the remark that,
while the North Vietnamese couldn't
brainwash them in years of captivity,
their superiors were able to do it in a
matter of minutes at Clark Air Force
Base in the Philippines. Even so they
do display an admirable unity of enthusiasm for peace with honor and other
such slogans.

Leuera
Have you been in the Carnation
Room lately? If not you probably
haven't noticed the following-when
you first enter the room your sight
becomes a little impaired because of
the dim light but you don't think much
about it because you have just come in
from outside and it's bright out there

This memorandum is to remind all
faculty and students that final
examinations are to be given ONLY at
those times listed in the final
examination schedule No faculty
member may change the examination
schedule for his class unless written
approval has been obtained from the
Office of the Provost.
Requests for variance should be in
writing, giving reasons for the
requested exception, and be approved
by the department chairman and the
dean concerned.
Information agreements between the
instructor and the class to change the
schedule for final examinations are not
binding on students, and they need not
take any test designated "final
examination" in any course if it is not
offered according to the official
schedule.
Any student may appear and be
given a final examination in any course
in which he is enrolled and for which a
final examination is given, at the hour
and date listed for his course in the
final week schedule.

We would have written a letter about
the SBO elections... but it would not do
any good.
James P. Carpenter, president
students for militant apathy
division silent majority
835 Fourth St. Apt. 8

Opinion

tttETINGS. IN the form of informal
Ptberings. resemble, in manner and
ttgree. the arm-chair philosophical
afeteties that purport to solve the
tfoWems of the world in the cozy
UXirons of someone's living room
I beer and pretzels

BUT THE OLD peacenik crowd is
too taken up with rescuing THEIR
POWs by getting amnesty for them.
The Vietnam vets are a good group to
kick around. They lost the war. didn't
they? Peace with honor has to be
blamed on somebody, and it can't be
Nixon or the diplomats or the generals
of the North Vietnamese, so who's
left? Those guys went over there and
smoked dope when they should have
been fighting.
Forget them, and cheer the 600 real
Americans who won this war Believe
them when they say peaceniks prolonged it with complaints, and Nixon
shortened it with his bombing, but
when they're all back and throats are
hoarse, let's scout around and try to
find our missing in action.
Wi*amin»>il«MFm
l| —i ■ ■ i

Even the generals who had phony
citations written up for themselves
kept the decorations they didn't
deserve until they were forcibly removed from their heroic bosoms.
The Vietnam vets are ideal for
punishment. They're unorganized, and
so have no power either to protect
themselves or lobby for their own
interests.
When they filtered back from the

When you take off your coat, you get
a slight chill but you don't think much
about it because you have just come in
from outside and it's cold out there;
when you try- to find a clean table and
can't you think the help is inefficient
and not doing their jobs.

schedule conflict should seek approval
to modify the schedule on an individual
basis by discussing the conflict with
the instructor involved or contacting
the office of their College Dean for
help in resolving the conflict
The final examination schedule is
designed to provide an orderly
examination plan and to protect all
students from compression of
examinations into an unfavorable
testing arrangement.
It is important, therefore, for both
students and faculty that no
unauthorized exceptions to the
examination schedule be made
The Faculty Senate in its
RESOLUTION of Dec
1. 1970
•'...further urges the College Deans
and the Provost to take whatever
measures are necessary to
achieve...observance of the calendar
arrangements." Your cooperation is
important and appreciated.
Dr Michael R Ferrari,
acting provost

BUT THEN YOU ask around and
find out that in order to save money the
Union is trying to cut costs by not
turning on some of the lights, by
lowering the temperature in the room,
and by cutting back help so that instead
of two people working trying to sell
students food and drink and trying to
service the people, you have only one
lady to sell us food and drink, servicing
tables, and running to other parts of
the Union to get their supplies
You also note that the Carnation
Room closes at 2 p m instead of 4pm
so that the place can be cleaned up for
tomorrow We can't understand why
that is -especially after the Union has
just raised the prices on food by an
average of five cents.
At a time when budgets are of such
great concern to students, perhaps the
Union had better revise its budget so
that these unnecessary inconveniences
will not continue to occur
Dave Buckland
OS Fourth St Apl t
Ueorge Dragovich
John Fogartv
("beryll Reed
IM» I'artel
Keith tluton
Scotl Stoney
Sieve Mabus
Tamara Smith
Dennis F-hren
J Fitter!
John Brletic
Jan Taylor
Rica Rhinebarger
Robert U Carpenter
Karl Boa en

Scott Shuster
James I' Carpenter
Waller Schobel
Phil KroU
Jane Baker
lierald Sibble
Cynthia Rhinehammer
S L Allerdirut
JohnC SellonJr
Chris Barros
Dave Hushey
William Clayton Johnson Jr
William C Goldsmith
Marsha Longenecker
Timothy B Feron
Felicia Scheij

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

me BG news

rumors of involvement
Sust about everywhere one goes on
Onpus. one can observe a chapter ol
•at "BG News Bitch Bunch" engaged
(•furious inactiv n\
tf^iarter members usu illy exhibit an
tjnmense capacity to exude hot air in
|je form of gripes about the format,
eantent and staff of The News And
•ry are rarely selective They don't
Rise anything.
-Undoubtedly such an organization
Ms at least one useful function It
•Bows people to vent their numerous
■ntrations on a convenient scapegoat
■n that's usually as far as it goes

MANY DIDN'T have the money to
buy their way out of the war into
college or the clout to get into the National Guard and sit it out. They aren't
Nixon's kind of people, and they made
it worse on themselves when a few
thousand of them marched past the
Capitol and tore their medals off their
chests and flung them into the street

final exams slated

apathy club

By Kim Scalaefer
Cacti Columalil

Nam, the idea of joining the old-line
veterans organizations like the Legion
and VFW was repellent. They are a
diffuse mass whom, you might think,
remnants of the peace movement
would try to help

cutbacks affect service

STUDENTS WITH an examination

•WI Pill THAT PEACE WILL BE BETTER SERVED IF YOUR AIR FORCE FLIES THISE IN FUTURE.

The POWs are suited to the Com
mander-in-Chief's tastes, being overwhelmingly white, obedient, professional officers. In contrast, most of the
2,500,000 missing vets were a racially
polyglot horde of conscripted grunts.

The only problem is that no one
beyond this coterie of psuedo-critics is
able to benefit from their discussions.
Though these people have the time to
engage in metaphysical bullshit, they
display no real initiative or critical
ability.
The lack of initiative is adequately
supported by the fact that most of
them have never written a letter to the
editor offering the commentary or
guidance that would aid the staff in
determining its reader's needs
AND THE FEW who do take the
time to write rarely offer any truly
constructive suggestions. Usually it
takes the form of a vituperative
assault.
Perhaps the most disgruntling
aspect of this sorry situation is that
many journalism students comprise
the front ranks of the "Bitch Bunch."
And despite entreaties to apply their
journalistic training, by offering any

ability they may possess toward
improving the paper, they are content
to sit back and toss accusations at
those trying to do the job
It's ironic that many who decry the
behavior lor lack of it) of the silent
majority are emulating them
perfectly.
Rumor indicates that college
students have the greatest propensity
toward participation in our society.
But it remains rumor.
IN ORDER FOR a newspaper to
serve the public, it must have some
awareness as to the needs of its
audience It cannot serve if it is
published in a vacuum. And it cannot
operate efficiently If its readers
assume that public opinion is derived
through mental telepathy and/or
osmosis.
If some of the vehemence of opinion
manifested in "Bitch Bunch" sessions
was directed toward the staff instead
of fellow members. The News would

have a better idea as to the makeup
and demands of its audience.
It seems reasonable to assume that
the one section overlooked by many
readers is the little box on the editorial
page that says "let's hear from you."
IF MORE PEOPLE took this advice
and the time to write, they'd see more
action that derived from directionless
griping.
The channels are open. Perhaps the
reason that people don't get more from
their newspapers is because they don't
demand more. And criticism must be
constructive and properly aimed if it is
to be effective.

An Independent Student Voice
Editorial Staff
editor
.managing editor
news editor
editorial editor
makeup editor
sports editor
photo editor
copy editor
entertainment editor

katherine I. hatton
j- scott tcredon
kathleen m. fraie
ann m. hofbouer
curtis m. hailett
frederIc r ortlip
mania j. lanzer
joonc.aosll
patrkial. bailey

Business Staff
business manager
advertising manager
tare* manager

vaughn e. reckhold
johng. pollock
mkfioet j. vedentini

Editoriol and Business Offices 106 University Hall

Democratic institutions, a free and
responsible press being one of the most
important, require involvement. This
involvement must presuppose any
improvement
So let's dispel the "rumors" about
the involvement of college students
and make It a reality.

Phono 373-2003

isseoHN ■!■ »i «* i si i«ii*»eeaar—len Wees'

Friday, March 7, 1973, Ih. BG N.w., Pog. 3 _

Sirhan release demanded

Palestinians seize diplomats BEIRUT. Lebanon lAP) Palestinian
guerrillas,
striking at a diplomatic
reception
in
Khartoum,
seized the U.S. ambassador
and colleagues yesterday as
hostages against a demand
for the release of Sirhan
Sirhan and others
Broadcasts
from
the
capital of Sudan said the
Black September group
demanded the release within
24 hours of Sirhan. the
Jordanian immigrant to the
United States who
was
convicted of assassinating
Sen Robert K Kennedy
They also sought freedom
for the leaders of an urban
guerrilla group in West
Cermany
and
for
It
Palestinian
guerrillas
arrested in Jordan last
month
Sudanese radio did not
say what the guerrillas
planned to do if
their
demands were not met

fvAws^nvfs wy a##

Shaggy
dog

*^KB

From h*r rooftop porch on Iho Phi Kappa P»i fraternity houto,
Victoria, an English thoop dog and fraternity mascot

vcewi

passing studonts.

SUDAN
is
an
Arab
country, south of Egypt on
the Nile
The broadcast said those
held captive, in addition to
IS Ambassador Cleo A.
Noel Jr . wore (he American
charge

d'affaires,

the

Soliciting policy viewed
• from pogo on*.
Poyle also has charged
that a meeting Tuesday
afternoon
with the five
ticket presidential candi
dates and Dr K.ikin was
"totally undemocratic, as it
did not represent Ihe views
of many of the independent
candidates,
other
ticket
candidates and concerned
dormitory residents "
The complaint said Dr.
Kakin then changed the University soliciting policy on
Tuesday
The new policy said thai
hall directors and dormitory
governments, where they
exist, could decide if their
dormitories
would
allow
candidates to canvass doorto-door
The complaint said Dr
Kakin
made
Ihe
policy
change less than 24 hours before the election began, and
did nol allow candidates
adequate time lo canvass
the dormitories
HOYLE'S

complaint

termed Wednesday's elections
"a Saigon election,
with
the
administration
running it on its terms, as
can be readily seen by the
closed meeting 1 Tuesday 1 "
The complaint said the
interests of the students
were not represented "by
the actions of Whiltaker. the
Board of Elections and Dr.
Kakin."
Poyle also said there is a
contradiction between Ihe
new policy of canvassing
door lo-door in the dormitories and the state and
federal elections policies
Dr Eakin said he had no
comment
Cowles
said
Boyle's
grounds are unfounded
"All Ihe candidates were
bound by the same rules and
University policy is not
inconsistent," he said
"Pe was still free to speak
in the main lounge (of Prout
Pall 1 to any residents who
wanted to listen. Thus his
freedom of speech was not
abridged.'" he said

IN HER COMPLAINT.
Bregar said she would like
Ihe elections nullified
She said she protested ilu
policy of not being allowed
to canvass door-lo-door in
the dormitories belore Tucs
day night
she also protested Dial she
"was not allowed access" to
Tuesday's meeting between
Dr. Eakin and the five presl
dential candidates
The four olher individuals
who filed complaints also
contested, ihe policy of out
allowing 1 in.lid.Hi-.- to can,
vass door-to-door in Ihe dor
mitories
before
Tuesday
night. Cowles said
Joan Burda. junior IA&SI
and
co chairperson
of
Opinions & Election! Board
said she doesn't know who
made the decision
that
allowed persons lo canvass
door-to-door in the dormitories during last November's elections
Poyle finished fourth in
Wednesday's
elections.

receiving 114 votes
Bregar finished third in
Ihe vice presidential race,
receiving 137 votes No candidate from the YSP ticket
was elected

Jordanian
charge,
the
Belgian charge and the
Saudi Arabian ambassador,
his wile and children
Noel,
a
54-year-old
Oklahoman. has been in the
US foreign service since
1949
The guerrillas struck at 7
p 111 at a reception being
held by the Saudi Arabian
ambassador
It was not clear whether
the commandos' strike had
any connection with some
sort of reprisal for Israel's

downing last week of an
airliner
from
Libya,
a
neighbor of Sudan
The death toll in that
exceeded 100
BLACK
SEPTEMBER
takes its name from the 1970
month when Jordan's King
I'ussein crushed guerrillas
who were threatening him
In Washington, the State
Department
said
the
captives Thursday included
lieorge C
Moore
who
headed the American diplo-

matic
representation
in
Sudan before Noel arrived to
take up a new assignment
CHARLES W. Bray
a
Slate Department spokes
man. said thai some of the
members of the reception
were released bul there
were no details
Neither
the Sudanese
radio nor Washington had
reliable
information
on
exactly how many persons
were seized, how main
guerrillas there were or how

newsnoTes
Hostages freed
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. (AP) - A
spokesman for the militant American
Indian Movement said last night Use
11 hostages held by AIM leaders at
Wounded Knee since Tuesday "are
free to go "
Sarah Platro. an AIM spokesman
reached by telephone at a church in
this southwestern South Dakota hamlet, said the hostages are free to
go"
There was no immediate indication
where the hostages were or how their
release was arranged

Bomb damage
WASHINGTON 1AP1
The 12 day
bombing bill/ ol Hanoi and I'aiphong
laal December cosl $25 million a day,
a top Pentagon official has told
Congress

Dennis .1 Doolm deputy assistant
secretary ol defense for \si.in
all.ins also told the l'oiisc Armed
Services Committee Wednesday that

the bombing was so precise,
the
citizens of Hanoi came oal to watch
l he show

Smallpox
DACCA Bangladesh (API A two
month smallpox epidemic lias killed
thousands of persons in Bangladesh
the Dacca Morning News reported
yesterday
The newspaper said 60 lo 70 persons
are dying daily from the disease
which health authorities report wide
spread across the lledgling nalion
Municipal authorities put the two
month death toll in Dacca al I •on and
said they feared more than 5.000
persons have smallpox in the city

the raid was carried out.
Powever. the broadcast
monitored in Beirut said a
Sudanese government representative told the guerrillas
thai Ihe regime was concerned about the safety of
both hostages and guerrillas Pe urged the guer
nllas
not
to kill
the
diplomats
The Sudanese president
Jaafar Numeiry. was in telephone contact with Saudi
Arabia's King Keisal

intense lobbying by women on both
sides of the issue and came after
reiteration of arguments which had
been advanced in several Stormy
public hearings

Age of majority
COLUMBUS (API

Lowering the

age oi majorit) from 21 to IH might
force ihe Ohio Youth Commission iuj
release inmates over 18 II feels atw
dangerous
the Senate Judieiarf
Committee was told today

The state
hours of

Youth
Commission
Director
William Knsign said he was not
against the bill before the committee
which lowers the age of majority to
18 for everything except drinking but
fell the possibility ol early release
was something Ihe committee should
consider

emotional debate, rejected on a 27 2:1
vote Wednesday on ihe Equal Rights
Aiiicndinoiii to the U s Constitution
The vote, taken in Iront ol packed
galleries, climaxed Seven weeks ol

He said Ihe bill might bring a
lawsuit that could invalidate the
present lav. requiring the Youth Com
mission to take charge of offenders
until thev are 21

ERA defeated
RALEIGH. N C (API
Sen.lie
after
several

Board oks budgets, warehouse
IN OTHER ACTIONS, the

o from page on*
The. five masters pro
grams will be chosen from a
group including statistics,
business areas
industrial
technology, health and com
iiuinitv services and communication arts
The report recommended
that of the 1.800 full lime
graduate
students
authorized by the 1971 Ohio Mas
ter Plan. 1.320 be enrolled in
masters programs and 480 in
the doctoral programs by
the 1980 target date.

board
-Adopted a $5.58:1.774
budget for residence halls
for 1973-74:
The budget includes a pa)
increase of about $200 per
year for resident advisors
-Adopted a $:1.2:I7.5I2 bud
get for dining halls for 1973;
-Approved construction ol
a warehouse.
The warehouse would re
place nearly 25.000 square
feet of storage space now
being rented by the Univer-

sity at an annual cost ol
$13,920
The University now rents
warehouse space from the
City and has been nol died
thai Ihe lease will not be re
newed when it expires June
30. 1974
The new warehouse will
be located near Ihe present
maintenance
facility
on
East I'oe Koad Estimated
cost for construction is

$250,000
-Learned that 5.009 students have been admitted or
tentatively

admitted

as

members of the 197:1 fresh
man class The group includes 3.106 women and

-Received a reporl from
the Alumni Association out
lining gilts from alumni.

1.(04 men;
Heard a report from
Pete
Kotsaios.
student
representative lo (he board:
HE TOLD the board a
"Trustee Day"' is scheduled
for Wednesday. April 4 The
trustees will lie on campus
to mcei ihe students and will
be exposed lo experiences at

According to the report,
the average alumni gift is
$17 90 Sixteen per cent of
the
University's
almuh?
donated funds;
-*■

\
-Heard a report from Ihe
Office of Development projecting

an

increase

$07,000

in

cash

of

gifts,

the four-year undergraduate

excluding

level, he said

during the present year

alumni

gifts

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE
CALL

HOURS: 10-12

352-7444

1-5
NOW
LEASING

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
DE YIP LOO, Mystic Illusions of the
Orient
PAUL LA CROSS, Sharpshooting,
Knife/Axe Throwing Exhibition
JIM SOMMERS, Escape Artist Extraordinaire
KOMAR, Hindu Fakir, Fire Eater

MON., MARCH 5, 7:30 p.m.
Toledo Sports Arena
Tickets: $4.50 Advance, $5.50 at Door
ALL SEATS RESERVED
Available At Finders Records (Bowling Green, 0.),
Sports Arena Box Office, Central Travel and Ticket
(Toledo), Rets Music (Westgate), Sears, (Woodville),
Masonic Auditorium, Revelations, Head Stop Headquarters (Toledo).

LEASING SEPT. 15thJUIME 15th
Apts at 1470 8. 1490 Clough St.
S65 Each Student
Apt 824 6th St $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS ALL 4 MAN
Leasing June 1 5th lo Seplemhet 1 5th
SI30 00 pet month

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main St.
Phone 353 7381

Take in the MtfflJ I i*J at the Louvre
jnj the mghl life on the I CM Bank.
But, why stay in Pans'
There's a France bevond Pan- iust
wailing (or you lo tome visit
Villages and towns steeped m art and
history. Vineyards, castles, Alpine -.pas
and beat, lies made famous by bikinis.
And the best way to get there
is by train.
Where in France will the French
trains lake you? Almost anywhere.
Only four hours separate Pans from
Strasbourg. Hut be careful Oiue you've
walked its medieval streets, lined by
timbered houses, you may never want
to return to the glass and concrete
of the modern city.
lust two and one-half hours from
Paris is Dijon. One of the renowned
gastronomic capitals of the world. Buy
an extra bottle of white wine there
with the money you've saved eating

. .itrttn.i--.lvle on lit* ti.un
Irrmh train*! arc known throughout
the world for then lomioN speed
and punctu«ht)
Thev're aUo known a* .i (ire.il pla« e
togcltoknois the people lt\lMM to
st.irt .i conversation m the relaxed
atmosphere ol a tram Even it vou »i
barely pasted *etond-veai French ol
German or Spanish Fot trains .it.
rcallv the Continental wa> of travel
Vou can eat on A French train Head
on a French train bleep cm a Frrn. h
train. Dream on a Frem h tram And
you'll find French trams sutpnsinglv
economical, too Particularly when you
take advantage of the new 2nd C lass
Student-Railpass.
Whether vou buy your ticket* ■** you
go, or a 1st Class Eurailpass or new
2nd Class Student-Railpass before you
go. you'll save more by seeing your
travel agent. Or nearest French National

l<IIII.MJ II. kt-1 otIkC lOI ff-rrv.itions
I,. m h \ itional Railroad-, olO Fihh
Wnui Si-w toti 10020 M Last
\d.ims Street Chicago 00603 0469
WiUhirrBlvd Beverh H.lk«0312j
•*;-•( .can st San Francwo<*4l02;
2121 Pon.edeLeon Blvd. Coral Gables
J31J4 AI-1' in Toronto.ind Montreal.
I1«
id me tour literature describing
I'U" '" *ee in Itan.e other than Paris.
Name
UJress.
Cil>

Slate

Zip

IHvl n:H..\i>.' liriJrnhut.l. W 1I7S7

(F

French National Railroads

*j

tog. 4 Th« BG Newt, Friday, March 2. 1973

Gray explains
bugging case

Callers report pushers
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
caw began, as do all Turn in
• Pusher (TIPi drug cases,
with a telephone call
' A rather hesitant girl's
voice asked. "Is this Turn in
• Pusher''''
"Yes." said a state narcotics agent
Tan I help
you"1
•The girl said
I think I
know some people who are
handling drugs
More than two dozen
times each week this scene
Is repeated, part of a Turn in
a-Pusher program begun in
August 1971. by Atty. Cen
William J Brown

state agent, "who is it you
think is pushing drugs?"
Without hesitation, the
girl gave the agent names
and addresses.
"What kind of drugs are
these
people
handling?"
asked the agent.
"WEIX," said the girl,
"they're pushing LSD. some
pot and speed. I don't think
they're in the hard stuff."
"Pow much do you think
they're handling? Much1"
"1 don't really know how
much." said the girl, "but
they're pretty busy "
Tow do you know about
all this?"
"Oh. I've been in bars and
at a party or two where they

THE
TIP
center -its
location is classified information -has received 1.000
telephone
calls
from
Ohioans since then many of
them leading to arrests and
indictments
Most of the 28 calls from
narcotu4 Uptterttadl week
arc serious tips The call
from the unidentified girl in
southwest Ohio was one
Unlike some tipsters, this
•giM gave her name, tele
; phone number and address
Now miss." said the

ffixmi'
SINDAV

Terrence
T
Kincaid.
visiting lecturer in composition and theory at the Universily. will be guest composer in a multimedia concert Sundav night
The concert is the New

THURSDAY ISSTI'DKNTNITE
■i IHI
I.D.'SREQUIRED!

SHOW* E« it 100 S 9:30 • SIT. I SIM. 2:00.4:30.7:0019:30

WALTHSNEYS

TECHNPCOLOfl"

i-ffl

PIUS' SHOWN IVt it 1:40 • SIT. 1 SUN. 3:35.6:00 ( 8.40

WALT DISNEY
IHE SHVER FOX
and Sam Davenport
kross 110th Street" t "Valachi Papers

I'll! HMIAY ISSTtilKNTNITK 'LOO - I l> S IIKU.I IHKll'
ADULTS H.M

HOW [« 770.9:30 MI I SIM 2,3:40,5:30.7:20.9:30

teurt Reynolds is HOT! Ask Dyan Cannon!

In a week or so. driving
down the highways, you'll
see more of TIP
The
attorney general has talked
the
Ohio
Outdoor
Advertising Association into
providing 348 free billboards
throughout the state.
Each will carry a simple
black-and-white
sign:
"Fight Drug Abuse. Turn In
a Pusher, call:
614-221-

JOBS ON SHIPS' No eipeowict- ftquited
(•cftlfnt pay WorMwiOc \iMt Perfect
summtf |00 ot '■>«» Send \2 00 lo> »
fo-metion St**.* Dept (. / PO Boi
2049 Port Angelet WBihrngton 9BJ62

clarinetist
Dr.
Burton
Beerman, associate professor of music
"Prozcssion." a composition by Karlheinz Stockhausen which includes an
electric viola,
electronic
keyboard, piano and tamtam, will alto be presented
by
the
New
Music
Ensemble.
The concert, to be held at
8:15 pin in the Recital Pall.
School of Music Bldg.. is
free and open to the public.

|/

When the winter blues and
the threat of finals week
begin to take their toll in
weary, dejected students,
what can a resident advisor
(RAI do to boost spirits'

Now Leasing

2 Bedroom Apartments
Completely Furnished
Base on 4 man occupancy
12 mo. ■ '60.00
9 mo. - '65.00
For Information
Call

BRINGS YOO MORE\BOO&lE
AND ejLOES AT THE

HELD OVER - 2nd GREAT WEEK!
1 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATION!
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

cuto

l)RDAV,MARCHi,
9pm to 12dm
ADMISSION $1.50
MEMBERS ADMITTED FREE
FREE REFRESHMENTS
FREE SWIMMING-

/

Carol

Matthau Burnett
"Pete'.vT..lie"
IN COLOR
PANAVISION
RATED

cars

as

miVERANCE" • JON V0KHT - BURT REYNOLDS

traffic

floods

The engineers launched a one-day stoppage after
last-minute bargaining failed to halt the walkout.

For RAs in
Founders
Quadrangle, the answer was
a surprise birthday party
Tuesday for all 840 residents
of the dormitory.
K.nlv last month. RAs
wrote to the parents of
every woman housed in
Founders informing them of
the party and asking them to
send a $5 gift for their
daughters.
Presents were to be gift

wrapped and sent to each
resident's RA.
DEB REISER, sophomore
iMus Ed.) and an RA in
Harmon Kail, said the idea
lor the party was "generally
very well accepted '
She said there were "a
few negative responses from
parents'' because of the
request to send a gift, but
there was also a "lot of good
acceptance."
Regina Takesky. senior
i Ed I and an RA in Mooney
Kail, said one of the biggest

SOOO UNUSUAL CURIOS
RARE GIFTS. OCCULT. Most
complete line ol supplies and
books tor all Occult Ails and
Sciences PLUS intriguing
rare gifts.
1 fascinating 1973 catalog! 25,
WORLDWIDE CURIO MOUSE
gao*W09^>.OG
Miwvjpolii Mn !>S4I

GRAY SAID the FBI. on
the
recommendation
of
agents assigned to the case,
attempted
to
interview
Mitchell about the Watergate bugging because of her
comments in the press
His remarks came during

problems with the project
was
contacting
all
the
parents.
Because
some of
the
letters were delivered too
late for the parents to return
gifts, the individual halls
within Founders had to buy
gifts so all residents would
receive a present at the
party
Some
parents
who
received late letters called
their daughters' RAs to ask
them to buy gifts for them,
promising to reimburse RAs
as soon as possible

Keep Savin'
The News

Top Records
of The
Week
Carly Simon
1. No Secrets
Carole King
2. Rhymes & Reasons
CCR
3. Creedence Gold
Deep Purple
4. Who Do We Think We Are
America
5. Homecoming
Cat Stevens
6. Catch Bull at Four
Joni Mitchell
7. For the Roses
Elvis Presley
8. Separate Ways
Don McLean
9. Don McLean
James Taylor
10. One Man Dog
Traffic
11. Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory
Santa na
12. Caravanserai
Charley Pride
13. Songs of Love
Guess Who
14. Artificial Paradise
Leon Russell
15. Carney

CO

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass ) praised the Time
magazine story which said
that two years ago. under
orders from
the
White
House, the FBI tapped the
telephone of six or seven
newsmen and a number of
White House aides in an
effort to determine bow
information
was
being
leaked to the press.
Gray said he talked about
the alleged bugging with
John 1'ushen. director of
public information at the
Justice Department, but did
not discuss it with anyone
else in the department nor at
the White House

Correction
Yesterday's Budget Council story reported that a
three per cent increase in
student tuition for the 197374 academic year would give
the University an additional
MOO.OOO to $900,000.
The correct figure should
be an additional 1278.400
according to Elton Ringer
associate vice president for
operations
and
financial
affairs

idea
RAs tried to keep the
party a surprise by ordering
residents to meet for what
was labeled as a mandatory
dormitory-wide
meeting
Tuesday night
RAs were given a surprise
party of their own Monday
night by the Founders hall
directors, but Takesky said
that
idea
"backfired''
because the RAs themselves
had planned a surprise party
for the hall directors on the
same evening
She said she thought all
the parties accomplished
their purpose by
everyone's spirits

lifting

FRONT WHEEL
DRIVE
If you can't afford a *9,000 Cadillac or a '8.000
Olds Toronado or even a
'4,000 Audi or Saab, but
you still want the safety,
handling and stability of
fiont wheel drive

You wed a SHAH!

As Motor Trend
Magazine Says;
"It's like this. The Subaru is
maybe the best small sedan
being built in the world
today."

Thaf s quite a

University
Pontiac

$

3.50

Reg.'5.98
(Offer Good Fri., Sat, Sun.)

OTHER PARENTS sent
extra gifts to insure that all
women received a present
One mother reportedly
rewarded her daughter's RA
with a box of cookies
because she thought the
birthday party was a nice
idea '
Takesky
said
some
parents called RAs long
distance to tell them they
thought the party was a good

recommendation!

THE ABOVE

J»£-™ «"'»**>■

COMING MARCH 7 - FOR 2 WEEKS

commuter

London during a one-day rail strike Wednesday.

►5— All about loveand marriage'
tV

SB WGeraldinePage

heavy

WORLD'S LARGEST
OCCULT CATALOG

wm

NOW l« 7:15. 9:30 SIT t SIM. 2:30,4:40,7:IS. 9:34

A lorn cyclist waaves his way through lines of
stalled

the second day of his confirmation hearings before
the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Happy birthday to you, you...

OUBAPfllUS

Walter

Gray told senators that
Robert Mardian. a top aide
in the Nixon reelection committee, refused to be interviewed by the FBI about
alleged destruction of documents at the Republican
headquarters.
The
senators
were
examining Gray's credentials to be permanent FBI
director.
The
56-year-old
Gray
repeated again that P. R.
Kaldeman.
White
Pouse
chief of staff, was not interviewed by the
FBI in
connection with the Watergate probe because there
was no evidence that he had
anything to do with it.

OHIO."

Days-352-9374
Nights - 352-7740

BURT

WASHINGTON
(AP) The FBI wanted to interview
Martha Mitchell about the
Watergate bugging case but
was denied permission by
her husband. John, the former attorney general and
campaign
chairman of
President Nixon, L. Patrick
Gray III said yesterday.

THE DRUG buys made by
state agents in this case
brought a dozen arrests of
pushers, who were charged
and tried.

Mt. Vernon
Buckeye House
Birchwood Place

Ii'CHNIUIL0R*O<r>

(IPKNINti Til. 8 CM.

Music
Ensemble's
third
annual performance.
"Channel." a composition
by Kincaid commissioned by
the
School
of
Music
composition
and
theory
department, will be premiered.
It includes clarinet, two
soprano
voices,
electric
organ, harp, piano, percussion, violincello and live
electronics
Rumanian pianist Sever
Tipei also will be featured in
the concert as guest artist
Pe will perform "l)e Plus
Kn Plus" by Jack Kortner.
with
accompaniment
by

MENI-WOMEN!

HiiAimus m unam nuimi

SUNDAY

THE GIRL agreed The
meeting took place. The girl
agreed to introduce the
agent to the suspects.
"Some of them I met in
bars, and some of them at
private parties." the agent
said later.
"It took some time, but
gradually 1 was able to
make a buy from each of the
suspects
"I'd pick up speed or pot
in a bar washroom, or some
sidestreet downtown, or at
some party All the time the
local police were backing
me
up.
I
don't
have

arresting powers. I just
work with local police."

Multimedia concert set

(ll'KNINt; Til. 3 P.M. -ADULTS '1.00

Com'

worked." the girl said
"Let's meet and talk this
over." said the agent

Daily 10-10, Sunday 11-6
BIG N PLAZA, 1080 S. Main St.

N. Dixie Hwy.,
Bowling Green, O.

Friday, March 2, 1973, Th. tO Newt/Fag* S

UCF: getting people involved
Editor'! Note: Tkc
'ollowkmg I* tkc tmmt la ■
two-part series oa tkc
Uaited
Christian
FelUwiatp
By Liaaa Hlme
aadMlkcHocaa
The United Christian
Fellowship (UCF) offers
local residents and sludents
several
opportunities to
become involved in community service projects
Five projects, ranging
from tutoring to visiting
with residents of the Community Nursing Home, are
guided by the UCF Community Services Committee
and coordinated by Peter
Manon.
a
full-time
volunteer

MoldinQ

Chris Boudon, junior (A AS), explains and oemomtratei hew
to work with clay to a capthro audionco as part of a Porrytburg Hoightt rocroation program.

Wltn ClOy

MANON
SAID
15
volunteers visit the Community Nursing Home on
weekday afternoons to work
with the recreation program
at the Home and visit the
residents
Mark Holl. project chairman, said he tries to have
students at the Home every
day in order to implement

Graduate one-acts open tonight
Four graduate one-act
plays will be presented tonight and tomorrow night at
8 in Joe K Brown Theatre
The Private Ear" by
Peter Scheffer and
The
Bespoke Overcoat" by Wolf
Mancowitz will be presented
tonight

Scheffer's play is directed
by Sandra Perky, graduate
student in theater, and
Mancowitz' by Tom Almaguer. graduate student in
theater
"THE PRIVATE Life of
the Master Race" by Bertolt
Brecht and "Dutchman" bv

LeRoi Jones are on tomorrow night's bill
Brechl's play is directed
by Sonny Bell. Suzanne
Trauth and Ron Vigneault.
graduate students in
theater
Vigneault
is
directing Jones' play
Designers for the shows
are Mary I.al'lantc. grad-

uate student in theater, and
Rocco Tomutc, junior
i Ed. I
The plays are free and
open to the public.

the project effectively.
Charles Coe. senior t A4S)
and chairman of the
Perrysburg Heights recreation project, said he
believes his program has
helped a lot of little kids
grow up a little bit."
Coe said on Saturday
mornings the community's
children gather at the
White Chapel" in
Perrysburg
Heights.
Spanish-American and Appalachian
settlement
located about 10 miles north
of Bowling Green.
Fifteen University
students conduct a creative
crafts program and supervise general romping
Coe said the children are
structurally guided in their
projects but are encouraged
to "use their imaginations
and be creative in thinking
on their own."
MORE IMPORTANTLY,
he said the project "shows
the kids that they have a
personal use and teaches
them to adjust to working
and playing with others."
Caroline Woods, senior
I Ed ' and chairman of the
tutoring project at
Perrysburg Heights, said.
"A program like this one
gives a person an opportunity to get involved
She said the original
program was begun in 1960
and was conducted in a
classroom-like situation It
has since developed into a
program with one tutor for
every child

office waste, cardboard, and
junk mail i none with crayon
markings on themi. glass
jars, rinsed, with tops and
metal
rings removed:
aluminum scrap, such as TV
dinner trays, and used books
i a used book sale is being
planned for this fall.)
Materials will be collected

between 9 30 a in and 12 30
p m
HURT is a non-profit
group established to
encourage recycling of reclaimable waste materials
in the Bowling liimi area
Anyone
interested
in
obtaining information about
the group can call 352-5046.
352-0679 or 352-5508

South Side Six
Royal Gold
Pretzels
NOW

Clint Eastwood
Jessica Walters

Woody Ahneman

Math-Science
At last...
contraceptives
through the
privacy of the mail

Hrs. 9-11 Weekdays
Hrs. 9-11 Sundays
Hrs.912Fri.-Sat.

Open 9-8 P.M. Mon.-Thurs. 9-5 Fri. and from 10-3 Sat.
PHONE 352-9135
WBBBBBWM

\\\\\>\\N\N\NV\NW>\XVXXN\\Y>

Don't Miss The
8:30-11:00

March 2& 3

CCHA PLAYOFFS

University Union
Pheasant Room
^Si^7 Buffet $3.95

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

March 2
March 3
March 4

BGSU vs. St. Louis
7:30 p.m.
St. Louis vs. Ohio State 2:00 p.m.
BGSU vs. Ohio State
12:30 p.m.

(All Games Played At BGSU Ice Arena)

n. «w inn: Green smte University
Rntti i\.. i iiti i v

OHIO

HOT OFF THE WIRE

Saturday, March 3
5 to 7 p.m.

0U-H man :Mr«*»c«< MM

College-Town makes fashion news for Spring: Coordinates to wear right now! Polyester/silk blend in
pink or blue for sizes 5 to 13. A syndicated story with
interchangeable parts.

•

"Let us do your pre-game
hosting for the Falcon's
Home Games

p««*anOT «*■■«•< '« ■

Reg. 39«

Get Your Spring
Tonic Now.

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.

6:00-10:30

210

29<

Bock Beer

featuring

Dave Martin & Mark Potter

Free with ID

THE

Until March 9, 1973 we are
offering a two bedroom - two full
bath furnished apt. for three people at the same price as a two
bedroom one bath apt.

The Side Door

Play Misty
For Me
Friday &
Saturday

OF

"RIGHT NOW the kids
are big on basketball, but
they also enjoy square
dancing, kickball and a
game called duck-duck
goose." she said
Wagner said most of the
volunteers are special
education majors gaining
experience before doing
their student teaching
"The project helps me
realize that we lake a lot for
granted."
Wagner said
"Being involved in the
program has made me see
just how lucky most of us
reallvare."

Wlnthrop Terrace South
Special

372-2445

UAO Campus
Flicks

MANY

volunteers are education
majors who work in the
project to obtain teaching
experience and to meet their
60-hour work experience
requirement, she said
Helping the mentally
retarded adjust to life in
today's world is the purpose
of UCF'l
recreation
program at Wood Lane
School, said Barb Wagner,
sophomore lEd.l and

project chairman.
Wagner said the project
gives
the
children
experience they will need in
order to work with other
people after they leave the
school Students involved in
the project range in age
from eight to 27.
The program is conducted
on Wednesday evenings and
is integrated with the
school's
recreation
program, Wagner said.

CTM««t«tMBtt«WWasiM

come over to

Fact Lino

"THE KIDS in the program like to see the tutors
come and it is not uncommon for the kids to
become attached to the
tutors Many of the kids
need friendship more than
help with their school
work." she said
UCF has a similar
tutoring project at Bowling
(jreen Junior High School.
Karen Jackson, junior
1A&S1 and chairman of the
project, said the program,
now in its second year, has
been very successful
The volunteers involved
work closely with the

students' teachers and the
school's guidance counselors, she said.
"Any student who is
having trouble in a subject is
asked if he or she would like
to be tutored If a student
wishes to be tutored, the
guidance counselor contacts
one of the volunteers and
refers him to the student
who needs help." she said
The parents also are
contacted to see if they want
their child to be tutored
"Most parents are very
responsive to the program."
Jackson said

737 South Main
352-8639

Trash to be recycled
Help Us Recycle Trash.
Inc (HURT) will hold its
regular drive to collect
materials for recycling
Saturday. March 3. at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church.
315 S College Drive
Acceptable
materials
include securely bundled
newspapers and magazines,
mixed papers such as clean

Woods said the volunteers
tutor about two hours on
Wednesday evenings in the
children's homes The tutors
try to help the children in
the areas in which the
children are most deficient
Since the needs of every
child are different, she said
the tutor tries to coordinate
what he teaches with what
the student is learning in
school

■»41

Reservations for
dinner before
the Bowling Green
vs. Toledo Basketball may be made
at the Pheasant
Room or by
calling 372-2241 or 372-2596

Heather Tweed Blazer
Accented with Gingham
Checks

• Heather Tweed Trousers with
Fly Front
• Long Sleeve Shirt Style
Blouse with Button Cuffs.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE MEMORIAL MIL TICKET OFFICE

THIIjbllBBT

Single Game Reserved
Single Game Student Gen. Admission

105 S. MAIN
Tues. Weds Thurs. Sat. »:30a.m. toSMp.m.
.

Mon & Fn. 9 30a.m. Io9:00p.m.

All-Tournament Reserved
All-Tournament Student Gen. Admission

A

$5.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!

Pog« 6/Th« BG N.wi. Friday, March 2, 1973
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Former POW speaks of
anti-Nixon sentiment
MINNEAPOLIS.

Minn

(AP) - A former prisoner of
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Interaction will
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given, followed by a panel
discussion

in the 11th floor

Participants will
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graduates now teaching
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accompanist
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Char Broiled Steaks and

2 bedroom Apt.
Fully Carpeted
Air-conditioned
Laundry Facilities

Chops
Full

Course

Family

Dinner

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES « WAFFLES
Open

Toes,

thru

9 Month Lease
'175 Mo. plus electricity

Sat.

Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

412KASTWOOSTKR
BANt)l KTIUM.M

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

12 Month Lease
'155 Mo. plus electricity
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1 Popular
vacation .poll.
2 Joan
S Transistor
.
4 Portable alove
used by eaplorers,
5 Malingers:
Slang.
6
May Oliver.
7 Come lo.
8 Cinema.
9 Shoo, disdain,
HI Maybe.
II Relative of an
inauguration.
12 Type of sport.
13 |„v|,e,.
,„ r'rrnch
composer,
24 Earlamalion of
impatience.
26 A labor arbiter:

inars planned by the Knglish

instruction

Sunday 7-9 p.m.

The seminar is also open

for

careers

BEAT THE
SPRING RUSH

discuss
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describe
and

who will

in

program

hauer Wesl

quire graduate work
"I

and

•

17

10 fiber for cordage.
It At a distance,
I.'i "— a Grecian
Urn."
IA Digits.
17 Symbol ol the
advertising protension.
1'/ Minn, neighbor.
2ft On firs! view:
I.al.
21 Arilhmelir
homework.
22 Cub-.
21 Daring.
2.1 Noun sums.
27 Cunningly
contrived.
III Three lellers for
"pronto."
11 Musical tone.
•I* J"--

17 Wild o»

Radio Hanoi was virtually
the

A9 Ply with
medii ine

n nil,in-

the

14

72 On 1 Feaiuret Corp.

ACROSS
lnitu-lri.ll slant :
Al,br

when I got off the plane. I

about our lack of discipline

Vietnam share his views

interview with the Minneapolis

in

told

the

was going to win and that we
Army

Guggenberger

1

and not saluting the general

Clark Air Base in the Philippines.

Copt

4

I ppei Room 8pm thnsi.4ivii.ihi Ire*
s.iiiintjv March3 \m

IVMHI

in Ironlol CnMtn HH'vcleride

■

LMtaSigmaPl ipm rUvroMRoom inion
('arnpH Riidne ilub I 30pm 1'isioriral Suite Inion
I.JM duplicate maU'h ol Winter Quarter Open to all
experienced bridge plaver*
The Kxpenence Production ol The Klip Side of the
K\pciien.e tspiii \11un1 BlacfcModernDaagen

Chess Cluh Ram-4pm Commuter Ceniei MoaeJeyHall
Scuba Club Hpin Nalalorium

CULTURAL BOOST PRESENTS

Sliidi-nl Council tin Exceptional Children IO.1111 12pm 115
Education Hldg Si'KC members onlv
SCE.C
13pm
Physical BdaeaUoa ttmkshop with
IraauMe menlallv retjrdetl .hlldren VAmHlljne School
\nvone interesleO should sign up 410 l.l 1.1.1,

Hoaiintc Ortca School «>i Sell Defense h *»■« :wpm Ml
I'aveil'all
BGSL'Karate (lab 7pm Forum student services Ruin
\1ond.iv March I 1173

Sundj>Mjrrh4 IS73

"Concert at Early Eve"

Campos Crusade for ChrtM 7pm \iumm

It 1ST
PERSON ALU

STARRING

HARRY CHAPIN
MONDAY - MARCH 12,1973 at 7:00 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA
CULTURAL BOOST Members Free-Non-members $1.00

Tickets available at 405 Student Services starting today

STOLEN
W.-tl
Mghl
in
t'.ives I'.iit poefcetbook wilh
Ves sad No smtteu on the
side
Please telurn lo
i arnpus police No questions
asked
LOST iinc in 3rd 01 7th Si
areas
(iold with brown
MOM J. - diamond* Vvdl
ieiompcn*c Call 9U4MJ
RIDES
Ride available lo Rochcstei
\ v Tue March 13 Call
3U-US79
2 neett ndc t«i Florida i an
leave Mar If Call (52 MAI
or 352 MM

HELP WANTED

IS THE GREEK SYSTEM FOR YOU?
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF!

GET THE FACTS

"BE GREEK HOUR"
MON. MARCH 5 9-10:30 P.M.
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM

SIGN UP FOR SPRING RUSH
$2.00 Registration Fee
Additional Rush Registrations
March 6,7,8,9,12
440S.S.BIdg.
9 A.M. -NOON
1-5P.M.

Talk with members of BG
Sororities who can answer
your ?'s on Rush and Greek
life.

Husbov to work lor Mll't
Spnnn qlr For interview
call 372-2840
Need
waitresses
and or
drliverv
men
Apply in
person
1004
S
Main
I'aahai * l'i//.i

Koshfi Chnstianlti itibie
Studv
\cl* 10 IS
10am
Sundav
t'niled Christian
Fellowship 313 Thurstin at
RMge Worship at Main
COMINU NEXT WEEK'
Lasalle - CoHege \.|tht
Waich fordeiaus
WcflU) earaSSgl male \
leinale l>onati4ins ai« epted
ivrkce a week Blood Plasma
i>onoi Centei 811 Monroe Si
ftptedo OhM I'r* Flic* I
Kn Mpm M.tn & Thur* S
tpm rioted oa Wed I'h ;•»
MIS
THE
WILD
WEST
MEDICINE Show stamnn
TFK JAMES GANG and
TEMPEST
STURM
the
«4"»een
ut
Burlesque
is
.ominit to the Toledo Sports
Arena i>n Monday March .S ai
7 30pm
Rexerved
seat
tickets are on sale now lor
14 50 in advance al Finders
Records in R ti

WANTED

Passport and I I) photos
I'aner Studio 353- M8&

NKKD Additional tickelMo
March commencement Will
pay' Call 669*2to

Alpha Chtt, Dells and moonshine Thant lor ihe lea
Buys

Wanted
Your
exira
graduation tickets Will pay
S3 each Call Dave 352 9259

COMING NEXT WEEK"
Lasalle s College Night
Watch lor details

Desperately need extra
graduation tickets • call 3527445

Roomie
congrals on your
Sigma Chi lav-altering

SERVICESOKKERED
Experienced ivpist 354JJ744
IMPORTS INN
Imported
Car Specialists
loieign
repair 13284 Bishop Rd B G
Turn led off N Dixie I'wv
Open Mon-Fn lOom-Spm
Sal 10am-5pm

Congratulations to Gamma
Phis Nancy Lockwood. Barb
Poge and Sue Spillman on
your
Golden
Torch
membership' -your sisters
Sign up lor Sprinf Rush at
the Be Greek Pour Mon
March 5
9-10 30pm SS
Forum

Saffma and \lpha Chis plav
Rik- Hrothci Hit Sis Sat
I'cia Kiv Getpsvehedrat
the Orphan I'artv

COMING

NEXT

1*0 \pa>'he panel
runs
bodv tan Lot ol room
inside New tires $125 Sell
or trade Jenv 353 4754
FOR HF\T

NOW LEASING PAVEN
POVSE MANOR
\FTS
FOR SUMMER i SKIT
nvlnn

COLOR T\ 21 RCA wond
cabeael
Good comUtJOfi
Rest otler H* vours 352
70I0

on

Lcasang now for -ummer &
lall qlrs I blink to campus
Call JU-mt belure Spin
iftei -. sU-3143
NOW
LEASING PAVEN
MOUSE
MANOR
M'TS
KtIR Sl'MMER & SKIT
162 7444
Single vacancies .lin | t
lor spr qtr at Campus
Manor • behind Burger Chel
I'h 3528033 3527385 352
9302
Sublease spr
apt B2-78M

qlr

2 bdnn

WEEK'

FORSAI E

B

I'mon

Single room lor K >pr sum
(all I'reler no snuAinit A>l
s Cnllene

HIKKI

lasalle * College Night
Watch lot details

5 tires « 55\14 pl\
Like new SSt-SSSJ

KIHMH

I sCSAMtf lot -urn i|lr 4 man
deluMapt Hales reduced l<>
t*o mo Ch BMIII or 3S2
Hihi anytime

.15: 7444
Tl'l HSTINMANtiR
APARTMENTS
Now LEASING
FOR SUMMER
\TSI'KCI\L RATES
Phone 352 5435

Need a good 8 track plaver*
Originally 89 95 I yr old
130 Call alter 5pm Mike
3527459
:8mm Nikkor caiMft lense
Call 352 5550
Fiberglass skis w Fenkle
boots Call 352 5803 blw 46pm II 12pm
Emerson stereo wilh \MFM radio
Walnut finish
Reasonable Call Carol 354
2973
1967 Ponda 305 Scrambler
about $300 Exrellent shape
Iree matching helmet 352
6767
For sale
1972 Vega GT
$2000 353 3873
1968 Opel Kadeti runs verv
well 8300 352-5518 ask for
Jim
1984 - 2 door Bonneville air
cond
power
brakes
steering new iires 8400 3721976

nut In 3m apt
Ksk Manlvn 352

1 or 2 M rmi*336>,S Mam
$53 month Stop in eves No
phone
I Im mi now or spr qlr
( all 352 7320 belore noon

console TV $15 Call 353-

I pr Kastle cpm C.rand Prta
*ki* NBcm with GEZE
bindings $125 Call 372-3326

Need I F
Spr sumr
atlfl

I vacancy student room m
3rd qtr l*n em kit rec
i m 3 Mocks to campus 352
8043
CAMPUS MANOR \I'\RT
ME NTS now renting lor
summer A (all
Special
summer rates $140 per
month New. furnished 2
minute walk to campus 5 lo
town
Located behind
Burger Chef
Phone 352
9302 352-8033 or 352-7365
Needed F roommate spring
qtr Faven Pouse Apt 3527445
Large 2 bdrm apts (or 4
students Fall A summer
leases Ph 352 7365
Need I M roommate spr A
sum qlr Winth Ter 3525302

I M pnv
bdrm
turn
modern apt in Tontoganv
Wail mimed Call VI 823
4502 or 372 2526
PELI"
Need
female
roommate to reni apt (or
spring quarter with three
others Onlv 885 a month
Call 352-5943
707 R 3rd St $160 spring qlr
ea 2 man apt (or 2 Avail'.
Mar 16 352 9233
Need I or 2 F to sublese apt -'
tor spr qtr Reasonable A
near campus Ph 352-7385
Pelp' Need I rm sprg qir
2nd St apt 352-6H3
APARTMENTS A ROOMS
summer A (all 352 7386
2 bdrm mobile home, (urn .;.
Pets allowed Call 352-0182 alter 7pm

Mem

Need 2 M rmts mar 15 _Deluxe apt 870 mo Ph asAi v
9111 or 352 8161 Jam-noon <j

I m
wanted (or spring
quarter
850 month
Call
352-0567

Need 1 or 2 F rrms Mar ll'
880 mo Ph 354-9111 or 352-.
8161 Sam-noon

2-2 bdrms 1-1 bdrms. M
bdrms lo be
subleased
furnished 352-1195

NOW LEASING PAVEN
HOUSE
MANOR
APT*-:
FOR SUMMER A SEPTlv
362-7444
JW

Sublet house 315 E
spring Call 353-4235

2 r mates per room 840 each.
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By Deaay Law
Staff Reperter

Pool artist
shows talent,
trick shots

"C'mon, cousin, you want to play me
while we're waiting for the campus champ
to show up?"
Jack White stood next to the pool table.
chalking the tip of his $350 cue stick
"Sure. sure. I'll play ya."
The student moved to the end of the table
to break, while White racked the ballswithout the aid of the rack.
The student broke, scattering the balls all
over the table. Then it was White's turn
The student moved back to stand next to a
friend and said "He's got an easy run."
"ANYWHERE on the table is an easy run
for me. cousin." White said He leaned his
portly frame over the table and as some of
the Dogwood Suite audience strained their
necks to watch, he methodically began
putting each ball in a pocket
Jack White is billed as an "internationally
famous pocket billiard and trick shot
artist." He put on two exhibitions Wednesday in the Dogwood Suite, Union, and
packed the room both times.
In between shots. White rattled off some
of the highlights of his career
"I'm the only professional pocket
billiards player to play in the White House
for Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon
I also had a bull killed in my honor in
Bogota. Columbia." he said
Someone then called him over to meet a
women's physical education instructor
White smiled and shook her hand When he
was told she taught billiards, he gallantly
bent and kisaed her hand.

During his game with campus billiard
champion Mike Nadler. senior 1A&S1.
White encouraged the audience to ask him
questions.
"WHAT'S your best game?" came a voice
from the audience.
White stopped and turned to face his ques- '
lioner "Pool." he said, smiling.
White. 42. has been playing billiards since
he was eight years old. He was born in New
York City and moved to Pittsburgh, Pa.,
when he was three He comes from a long,
long line of billiard players. His father was
a professional. His uncle. Bill Clearwater.
was world's champion at the turn of the century, and his grandfather was in the billiard
supply business
When he was eight his father and uncle
made him practice eight hours a day. seven
days a week for three years.
"To improve my eyesight, they made me
eat apples and carrots every day until 1
started winning regularly." White said
"Then they said I could quit."
He said when he was II years old. his
mother gave him 11 cents to go down to the
store Instead, White went to his grandfather's pool hall and spent a penny in a gum
machine
With the remaining 10 cents, he hustled an
older man and beat him
"IT BLEW my mind." White said "1 put
a ball in the pocket better than anyone else.
and they're giving me money to do il Consequently, I didn't work "
Soon afterward. White went out on iInroad to hustle. He stayed on the road for 18

years " to get the proper seasoning ''
Someone in the crowd asked him why he
didn't play in tournaments
"Because there's no money in tournaments, just trophies," he said "And if I
want any trophies. I'll go to the store and
buy one."
AFTER ABOUT 15 minutes of play.
White was behind Nadler 49-6
White then stopped talking with the
women in the audience and began to concentrate, making some difficult shots. On one.
a member of the audience yelled "Nice
shot " White turned and said smiling "1
know "
Nadler finally beat White. 100-95
But Nadler said later White let him win.
and was "giving me chances all night "
When White said he would start showing
(he audience some trick shots, one student,
who apparently never saw any of White's
previous performances on campus, asked
him if he could do the trick where six balls
go in six different pockets
White feigned ignorance perfectly "Gee.
1 don't know about that one." he said "I've
never done that trick, but I'll give it a try "
WHILE HE set up the balls for the trick,
he asked the student if he was doing it correctly. The student nodded White took his
cue. pausing for a moment for some fake
concentration He then gave the cue ball a
terrific blast The six balls zoomed across
the table and each one landed in a different
picket
While the audience howled and applauded.
White went over and shook the hand of the
red-faced student

Jock Whit*

Nixon abandons reform
in welfare programs

Commanding
a computer

WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon officially
gave up his long-troubled
welfare reform plan
yesterday and defended
cutbacks in other social
programs
Nixon also offered one of
his most caustic appraisals
to date of the Great Society
initiatives
of
his
predecessor. Lyndon B.
Johnson
"Well-intentioned as this
effort may have been." declared the President, "the
results in case after case
amounted to dismal
failure "
Own Mkholik*. left, freshman (B.A.), carefully
ponchos a program as an os»ignm«ni for his computer science class. Other students, right, work just

as diligently on their keypunching of cards and
programs in the computer room of the MathScience Bldg.

NIXON SAID his rollbacks
in the human resources area
had provoked "intense
controversy and consider-

Delegates arranging POW release
SAIGON I API - US and
Communist delegations are
meeting today to work out
final arrangements for the
weekend release of 136
American prisoners of war
by the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong
The refusal of the Communists to free the men earlier in the week had set off
the first real crisis in the

Vietnam cease-fire agreements.
Coming out of POW camps
with the Americans will be
two West German medical
workers, two Thais and two
Filipinos captured at
various times during the
war. the Communists said.
The Philippines and
Thailand had troops in South
Vietnam at one time The

Germans were here as part
of a charity team
The U.S. delegation said
that while it had been
assured 136 Americans
would be freed in this latest
group, it had not been
advised by last night of full
details of release procedures.
In Paris. North Vietnamese foreign minister.

Award recipient named
Michael Florio, junior
i AiS I. is the recipient of the
Harold "Andy" Anderson
scholarship, presented in
honor of the late basketball
coach and athletic director
at the University for 23
years.
Florio will receive the
award during half-time
ceremonies at the Bowling
Green-University of Toledo
basketball game tomorrow
in Anderson Arena. It will be
presented by Thomas Click.

vice president of the
Bowling Green Greater
Toledo Alumni Club, which
awards the J250 scholarship
annually.
FLORIO IS a member of
Pi Sigma Alpha, a political
science honorary, and the
political science department
student advisory board. He
has served as president of
Phi Eta Sigma, a freshman
men's scholastic honorary.
He also holds a 4.0 accumulative grade point average

and is a resident advisor in
Rodgers Quadrangle.
In addition. Florio was a
delegate to the 1972 Democratic National Convention
and is a member of the
Wood County Democratic
Executive committee.
Recipients of the Anderson Scholarship are University students from the
Greater Toledo area and are
selected on the basis of high
academic standing, leadership and financial need.

Nguyen l)uy Trinh. assured
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers that the prisoners
would be released by 9 p.m-8 a mEST-Saturday
Rogers is attending the
international conference on
Vietnam in Paris.
A U.S. spokesman said
North Vietnam had given
the United States a list of 106
Americans and two Thais
who would be released in the
North, but the American
delegation was still awaiting
the names of 30 U.S. prisoners captured by the Viet
Cong in South Vietnam.
A communist spokesman
in Saigon said the Filipinos
and West Germans are
among those on the Viet
Cong list of POWs to be
freed. The Thais' were on
Hanoi's list.
Bui Tin, the chief spokesman for the North Vietnamese delegation to the
four-party Joint Military
Commission, said the
American prisoners held by
the North would be released
at Hanoi's Gia Lam Airport

"WHATA WEEKEND"
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and flown in US planes to
Clark Air Base in the Philippines, headquarters of
Operation Homecoming for
the repatriation of all
American prisoners in Indochina.
The Viet Cong delegation
held back last night on the
release point for the U.S
prisoners held in South Vietnam.
During the release of the
first group of 143 Americans
in North and South Vietnam
on Feb. 12. those h;ld in the
South were turned over to
American authorities at
Communist headquarters at
Loc Ninh, near the Cambodian border 75 miles north of
Saigon.
In Washington, the Defense Department said the
resumption by minesweeping operations at
Haiphong were contingent
on the release by the Communist delegation of a
specific timetable for the
freeing of the 136 American
POWs. and the turn over by
Viet Cong of their list to the

U S delegation.
The United States had
temporarily halted troop
withdrawals with 11,300
servicemen remaining in
South Vietnam and had suspended the sweeping of
mines from North Vietnamese waterways after the
Communist side failed to release the prisoners Tuesday

able misunderstanding
But his proposed expendi
tures of $125 billion repre
sented "both a generous
budget and a reform
budget," he said
Moreover, he noted, the
total is "nearly twice the
amount that was being spent
on such programs when I
took office in 1969 "
The President said "the
welfare mess cannot be
permitted to continue" and
acknowledged he was
abandoning broad welfare
reform "since the legislative outlook seems to
preclude passage in the
immediate future "
Nixon had wanted to
replace categorical welfare
aid with the family
assistance plan it would
have guaranteed a minimum
annual income to poor
families, while bolstering
work requirements
THE PRESIDENT said he
would follow through,
however, with vigorous
steps to strengthen the
management of payments to
families with dependent
children through both
administrative
and
unspecified legislative
proposals The system now,
he said, is "inequitable, inefficient and inadequate."

His remarks came in a 17page document sent to the
Congress as one of a series
of State of the Union
reports
The President said that
even as he is "irrevocably
committed to fulfilling the
American dream for all
Americans." the best place
to begin is "by recognizing
that by almost any measure,
life is better in 1973 than
ever before in our history."
Nixon said he was not so
much interested in "simply
a system of government
helping people," but rather
one "under which government helps poor people to
help themselves and one
another."
NIXON SAID he would
ask Congress for a new law
to relieve the "often
crushing burdens which
property taxes place on
many older Americans." but
gave no hint of what he had
in mind or when the
legislation would be
forthcoming.
The President said he
would submit a national
health insurance plan, but ■
offered no details. A
previous proposal would ;
have tied the insurance to
private industry.

Business games slated
Four University students
will compete in the eighth
annual intercollegiate business games this weekend at
Emory University in
Atlanta, Ga.
Thirty-one other universities will participate.
Seniors Mark Zajac. Dan
Myers, Jim Stroup and
sophomore Jodi Hall, all in
the College of Business
Administration, manufacture vacuum cleaners as
part of the game.

Their advisor is l)r John
Holmes, associate professor
of marketing
EACH SCHOOL'S team is
set up as a business with
several teams grouped in
similar businesses to form
an industry.
In recent weeks, the University team has been analyzing data on production,
finance management, marketing and forecasting received from a computer

Each team is linked to the
computer by teletype data
phones Over a theoretical
period of three years, each
team makes quarterly deci- .
sions on the basis of demand, market prices and
market forecasts.
Each team's decision
affects other businesses in I
the same industry
Judging will be based on
computer results, team strategies and annual reports.
M

PLUS
3 FREE COKES
WITH A LARGE PIZZA

Kreischer All-Campus
Beer Blast and Pizza Eating Contest
Sat. — 9:00. p.m.'

Kreischer Cafe

FROM

OMINO'S 352-5221
Coke Offer Fri. & Sat Only
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Rockets pose final challenge for Falcons
By Jack OBrera
Assistant Sporti Editor
Second place is no
disgrace, especially if you
were picked to finish near
the bottom
Bowling Green s basket
ball team 113 12. will be
fighting for just that, second
place,
when
arch-rival
Toledo (14-111 invades
Anderson Arena tomorrow
for a 8 30 p. m. encounter

A victory would Rive the
Falcons a second place
finish behind Miami in this
season's Mid-American Conference race
A loss,
combined with a Knln.ii
triumph at Kent, would drop
in; into a third place tie
with the Rocket!
It is the final outing of the
season for the Kalcons and
the last college basketball
game for Toledo's Tom
Ko/elko
'Ovei the last two years
he's been the man
I outstanding player I in our
league, said KG coach I'.it
Haley
I hope (Cornelius)
l'ash takes over where
Kozelko leaves off

as close to his potential as
anyone "
In conference action,
Kozelko has hit on S3 per
cent of his attempts from
the floor and 77 per cent
from the charity stripe
I think he will play pro
ball I'm sure glad it's his
last game in this league I
think there are five other
coaches that feel the same
way.''
This
week's
MAC

IN HIS three-year career
Toledo. Kozclko has
MCIIill 1.540 points in 74
games foi ,in average of 20 8
per outing
I'e has
connected on 51 per cent of
his shots from the field and
i Mil from the tree
throw line
What he has done with
in. ability is a tribute to the
kid
Daley said 'He plays
at

Tom Koielko

Cornolius Co»h

statistics
find
Kozelko
second in scoring with a 22point average, fourth in field
goal percentage ( 5321. 10th
in free throw percentage
17171 and fifth in rebounding with a 96 per
game average
In the first meeting this
season between the two
teams at the Til fieldhouse.
BG used a zone defense to
beat the Rockets. 51-48 The
victory was the Kalcons'
first win at Toledo since the
1958-59 campaign
"WE MIGHT have caught
them off guard with that
type (1-2-21 zone defense
last time." Haley said "I'm
sure they ve worked on it
since then
They'll be
expecting It."
Haley said KG will use a
variety of zone defenses
against the Kockets again
tomorrow evening
The secret to the game
for us is to perform better
offensively.' he said
I'm
sure they i the Rockets I will
We both had a pretty poor

Defending championship

Kent tankers lead MAC
BULLETIN Keil
Mauled alter the lint day of the
three-day
MAC swim
championships wllh 121
poialt. Bowling Green was
fifth with 44 polals
BG's only winner was Joe
Klebewtkl. who woa Ihe 5*
yard Ireestyle finals in 11.7
seconds

Staff Writer
Iti iv lint; Greens swim
team will be attempting to

Newspaper
highlights
Dave Wottle
News Special
As .i kuk oil in (he NCAA
I mi. mi
Track Champion
ships scheduled for Detroit's
Cobo Arena next weekend
the Detroit News Sunday
Magazine will
feature
Howling Greens Dave
Wottle on Us cover
The magazine will include
a live page article on BG s
Olympic gold medalist
According
to
Detroit
News officials 500 copies ol
the Sunday papei will be
sent to Howling Green and
will be on sale .11 various
local news stands and at the
University I'mon
A similar featun story
appeared in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer Sunday maga
zine last week

add permanence '" ds temporarily successful season
llns weekend in Ihe MAC
championships
The swimmers' first
priority was to have a
winning dual meet season
With ih.it accomplished, a
high finish in Ihe MAC iiiecl
i- ue\i mi their iisi
The meet began yesterday
and will end tomorrow at
Eastern Michigan University at Ypsilantl
Dctcnding champion Kent
Stale is (he favorite to retain
its crown
Kent is definitely the

team i" beal in the MAC
They have much more
potential than anyone else."
KG coach Tom Stubbs said
Ken) lias deleated all the
participating teams in dual
Heel competition, and has
only lost one meet-to
Bowel ful Ohio State.
I hr only probable threats
lo Kent will be Miami and

host Eastern Michigan
EASTERN ■ an allaround good swimming
team with first place capabilities in several events
Miami is noted for its depth
which will be extremely
helpful in a large meet
"Miami and Eastern are
fine swimming teams
However I don't think they'll
have quite enough to beat
Kent." Stubbs said
He has indicated that he
will be happy with a lourth
place finish for the Kalcons.
hut stressed that BG will be
trying to do its best and
won't "settle" for any place
A fourth place finish
would, in all probability,
mean finishing ahead of
Ohio University
Ol1 beal BG kn dual meet
competition by one point
However Stubbs said he
thinks Ihe Kalcons are
capable of finishing ahead of
the Bobcats in the MAC.

NCAA track meet
News Special
\ limned supply ol lickets lor the first day of Ihe 1973
NCAA Indoor Track and Kield Championships scheduled
March 9 10 at Coho Arena are on sale at the arena ticket
office in Detroit
According to officials al the Detroit News, almost all
tickets tor Saturday .ilteinoon s linals have been sold Some
lickets toi Friday's action can still be obtained by calling
the arena ticket office al 13131 %2-5870
Friday's action will feature Bowling Green's Dave Wottle
running in either the 880 or two-mile final, in addition to a
qualifying heal in the mile
The NCAA compel it ion will start Friday at 1 pin with
qualifying heals in the distance medley relay Friday
evening s events will begin al 8 while Saturday's action is
slated for 2 30 p in

offensive showing last
time "
The Kalcons shot 37 5 per
cent from the field while the
Kockets connected on only
33.3 per cent of their
attempts from the floor
The key to the game
tomorrow for the Kalcons
may be sophomore Skip
Howard
A fi 10" center from Dayton. Howard scored a gamehigh lii points in the first
battle between the two
-quads He connected on 58 3

MAC
MAC Ov erall
W-I.
W-L
Miami
8-2
178
BG
7-4
13-12
Ohio
6-4
169
Toledo
ti-5
1411
Central
4-5
13 12
6 |6
Kent
17
Western
2-9
7 18
\ clinched title
Wednesday
Miami 84. Dayton SO
Notre Dame 76 Western 65
Dci'auitw. Toledo65
BG W.Loyola 72
Tomorrow
Toledo at BGIittp.m
Western al Miami
Ohio at Kent
Akron at Central

per cent of his attempts
from the field

mark, 14-12, since the lMt70 campaign when they
finished l&-»

HOWEVER IN the nine
contests since the Toledo
encounter. Howard has hit
on only 37 1 per cent of his
shots from the floor In BG's
last three games, he has hit
six buckets in 30 tries for 20
per cent Howard's average
for those three games is 4 7
points
"He's had bad illness and
injuries that may have had
an effect on him not coming
along as far as he could,"
Haley said
The
overall
series
between the two northwestern Ohio rivals stands
at 42-42
In addition U> grabbing the
series lead, a BG victory
over Toledo would give the
Kalcons their best season

I think It would be icing
on the cake If we could beat
them (Toledo) this time,"
Haley said.

Ticket info
\s of 8 a m today 500
student general admission
tickets priced at $1 were
still
available
for
tomorrow's Bowling GreenToledo basketball game at
8 30 p m
in Anderson
A rena
Any tickets not sold by 5
p m today will go on sale at
the gale tomorrow priced at
$2 for adults and SI for
students and children
The gates tomorrow will
open at 6 p m

The Falcons' starting
lineup will be Brian Scanlan
and Cash at forward,
Howard at center and Jeff
Montgomery and Ron Weber
at guard.
Kevin Brake will not see

action in tomorrow's tilt.
The t'4" freshman guard,
who started
Wednesday
night's game against Loyola
of Chicago, has an undisclosed illness and has
been sent home to a family
physician
for
an
examination.
Tomorrow's skirmish will
be televised live by WTOL,
Channel 11, Toledo The
game will also be broadcast
over radio stations WFOB
andWFAL

Kenny White says: iw

mint

Cash for MVP
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor
With the 1972-73 hoop season coming to an end. it will soon
be time for selecting the Mid-American Conference's
l MAC I Most Valuable Player through a vote by the league's
seven coaches
Traditionally upperclassmen (junior and seniors! usually
have been the hoopsters selected as the conference's top
roundballer Supposedly, it has been more than two decades
since a sophomore had the honor of being named the best
That pattern may be threatened this year by a 6'8" sophomore eager from Dayton He is described as a very talented,
potential superstar and goes by the various monikers of
"The Magician." June and "Comeliusness "

"Weil have to beal their
good swimmers head to
head I think well be able to
get the job done a little
better than they will." he
said
A big matchup will occur
in the 50-yard freestyle.
BG's Joe Klebowski will
meet Kent's Jim DoVincenlis
Both swimmers are undoIdled in Ihe event, but
DeVincenlis has recorded a
time two tenths of a second
faster
than
Klebowski's
best

CORNELIUS CASH, the Kalcons first-year forward, has
more than proven that young players can make the grade in
a game that excels on experience.
The Kalcons' star forward has done everything but raise
the roof at Haley's house of basketball this year He leads
the team in five categories while helping BG rebound from a
dismal 4-20 campaign of a year ago
Cash is the team leader after appearing in all 25 of BG's
games so far this season He paces the team in scoring,
averaging 18.2 hoops per outing and totaling a team-high 422
points
In the rebounding department. Cash is the chairman of the
boards, pulling in 382 rebounds for a 15 3 average per game
He leads the conference in rebounds and is ranked eighth
among the nation's top boarders
Cash is also the third in field goal percentage, hitting on
192 tries out of 399 attempts for a 48 per cent average

FALCON DISTANCE ace

THE KAI.CON forward also ranks first and third in two
league categories and he is nationally ranked in rebounding
Among the conference's top scorers, Cash places third behind Central's Ben Kelso and Toledo s Tom Kozelko
To add to an already long list of accomplishments. Cash
enjoyed probably one of his best performances of the year in
the 91-72 win over Loyola Wednesday night at Anderson
Arena
While helping BG break a two-game losing streak. Cash
tallied a career high 32 markers and pulled in 19 rebounds
Cash's value has been more than noticeable throughout
the Falcon campaign He has given the team that tough
mobile big man it sorely had been lacking

Dave Kyland will be
swimming in his biggest
meet ever
"Kyland has the potential
to be swimming with Ihe
best men in the conference,
but it's really hard to say
how he will do." Stubbs s,nd
In last year's MAC meet
Ron Rinaldi came out ol
nowhere for a third place
finish in Ihe 200 yard butter
fly. dropping six seconds
from his lime
If he makes a comparable
time drop this year, he'll
have an excellent chance ol
winning the event
The sprint events will be
bolstered by Steve Bieit
haupt. who Stubbs considers
a possible dark horse
winner
The MAC championships
will have a total of 18 events,
with the first 12 places in
every event being scored
All of the MAC teams Will
be represented with the
exception of Toledo which
has no varsity swimming
program

Loyola Chicogo forward Ernie Lewis, right, looks
like he v juggling the basketball before a
befuddled Cornelius Cash in Wednesday's 91-72

BG win.

HIS SHOOTING has probably been the biggest surprise in
his first year tenure in the Falcons' frontcourt position
Cash has given BG more than a threat. he has been a consistent ballplayer who can produce through a long season
Cash's importance to the revitalization of the BG hoop
program is more than being one of the league's top scorers,
rebounder or even the top named player
Cash gets my vote for the MAC'S top player He has aided
the Kalcons in more than one way this year and has been the
builder around which a dynasty can be constructed
I'm not taking anything away from the other fine players
who also may be in line for this award But let's remember a
player-any player-can be cited for his outstanding accomplishments, regardless of his experience
Even though Cash is just a sophomore, that should not
stand in the way of achieving this high honor He has performed beyond his expected capabilities and hence he
should be justly rewarded not just by his peers, but by others
who have witnessed his great year

Against BG in CCHA Tourney

St. Lou puts NCAA bid on line
By Fred R Ortlip, Sports Editor
At first glance the Central Collegiate Hockey Association Tournament this weekend doesn't look all
that glamorous
Only three of the conference's
five teams are attending Lake
Superior, which led the league from
the first day of the season to the last
before it was edged out by St Louis,
is defending its N A1A championship
this weekend
Ohio University, the fifth place
team, is staying home because of
financial cutbacks That leaves
Bowling Green. St Louis and Ohio
State, which will play a round-robin
tournament beginning at 7 30
tonight at the Ice Arena
Nowsphou by Jni,fc w. Drwol

Extra
effort

The Falcon hockey team will need the extra effort Mike
Bartley needed against this Si. Louis defender to keep Ihe Bills
from the NCAA playoffs.

THE FALCONS, who lost twice to
St. Louis last weekend as the
Billikens swiped the CCHA crown
away from Lake Superior, face off
with the Bills again tonight
St
Louis plays Ohio State
tomorrow at I p.m., then BG plays

Ohio State Sunday at 12 30 pm
The team with the best record
wins the title In case of a tie. goals
scored will mean the difference
While the tourney doesn't afford
as much excitement as most
originally hoped, there is some
hidden significance
St. Louis, with a 24-10 overall
record, is being considered as one of
the top two teams for the NCAA
playoffs in the West.
Bowling Green coach Jack Vivian
is on that selection committee
"THAT MEANS St. Louis is
coming in here for an NCAA playoff
berth." Vivian said "They say that
St Louis and Denver (of the
WCHAi are prime candidates if
they do what they're supposed lo do
in the next two games
' So they (St Louisl have got a lot
at stake Which means we've got a
lot at stake I'm excited about it.
you'd better believe it. I'd love to be
the spoilers."
The Kalcons can end the 1972-73

season on a good note after
suffering its worst campaign in
history
"We should be familiar with (St.
Louis'i pattern of play and what
they're going to do." Vivian said
He added that he thought BG might
be in a better position this week to
play the Billikens than last week.
The Kalcons. 14-19 overall, went
into the final regular season series
against the Bills last weekend with
three consecutive easy victories In
the 11-6 loss Friday the Bills
overwhelmed BG in every' respect.
ON SATURDAY Vivian's icers
lost a 5-1 decision, but played well
enough to win. Three St. Louis goals
in the third period made the
difference.
Vivian reported that practices
this week have been sharp.
"There was noticably more
hitting Tuesday and Wednesday,
which is exactly what we have to do
to beat St. Louis," Vivian said. "We
bit them Saturday and it made a

difference."
"They know we can win it and I
think they really want it now."
assistant coach Glen Shirton said
"They know St. Louis can be beat
and we'd kind of like to get back at
Ohio State for those (two
conference! losses (this season I "
Vivian also is looking forward to
playing Ohio State again. The
Bucks, who finished third in the
conference, bring in an 18-9-1
overall record.
"1 wish I could play, but I'm
washed up. a has-been, a never
was." he joked. BG is 2-3 against
OSU overall this season, but still
owns an 8-7 series edge against the
Bucks.
Co-captains Chuck Gyles and
Gord McCosh will be back in action
this weekend after being benched
for last Saturday's game for having
what Vivian called a "poor
attitude."
Junior Gerry Bradbury wasn't
quite as lucky. His locker was
cleaned out earlier this week.

